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RESEARCHING AT CAL POLY: 
MY ACADEMIC AND PERSONNAL EXPERIENCE 
PATRICIA BIASI CAVALCANTI 
The CRP Department has an international exchange agreement with the School of Architecture 
and Urbanism at the Federal University of Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, in which students and faculty 
participate. In 2009, Patricia Cavalcanti, a PhD candidate, came to Cal Poly to develop part of her 
research on environmental perception and the design of health care facilities. After six months of 
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Without any fear of overstating, visiting all these hospitals and health facilities, talking to all these professionals, 
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One of the infuson centers studied by Figure 1
 
Patricia while at Cal Poly. Patricia in Morro Bay.
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present department heads. 
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Patricia with CRP’s international crowd: department head Hemalata 
Dandekar, and faculty members Vicente del Rio, Umut Toker, 
Cornelius Nuworsoo, and Zeljka Howard. 
